Leading Edge

Geoff Watts : Right story time. Last week someone shot Phil. Everyone had been getting very fed up with Phil and suspects include at least 4 men,Ian,Steve,Dan and Mark and one woman that's Lisa,but who really dunnit? Well perhaps it was Lisa. Lisa is Phil's ex girlfriend,Lisa has a friend called Mel,who's married to Steve. It was Mel who precipitated the break up between Phil and Lisa by going to bed with Phil,that was before he'd been shot obviously. Somehow though  Mel and Lisa have managed to stay friends as we're about to here. Confused? You will be if you're not a devotee of Eastenders.

Mel : I've got your coat.Jamie left it with Mark,and your purse is inside.
Lisa : If you're wondering what I've done for your hen night,the answer's 'not a lot'.
Mel : I wasn't expecting you to.Mark said something about a row with Phil?
Lisa : Did he now.
Mel : What was that all about?
Lisa :Scared he might start shooting his mouth off?
Mel : No.
Lisa : Well you should be Mel,'cause he's gone a bit mad.

Geoff Watts : You may think the intricate twists of story line in a soap opera and the tangled web of relationships among its characters,have nothing to do with maths.[Ref: iotm41.wri {Maths and storytelling}] Keith Devlin would disagree. English by birth,he's now a professor at St Mary's college in California,and a mathematician. Like many in his discipline,he's continually meeting people who say they can't do maths,they say it's too difficult,they feel there is something different about the thought processes involved.Keith Devlin disputes this. He argues that maths relies on a variety of thinking processes,things like number sense,spatial reasoning ability,a notion most cause and effect, which most of us in other circumstances have no trouble coping with. Where soaps have an interacting cast of people,maths  has an interacting cast of numbers.

Keith Devlin : A mathematician is someone who approaches mathematics as if it was a soap opera [What a disgusting thought -LB]. Soap opera is a sort of an idealised fictionalised version of everyday living. Mathematics is also an idealised fictionalised version of every day life,it's just a different slice of everyday life [That depends which view of the law of trichotomy one sides with to a certain extent -LB].

Geoff Watts : What is the essence of maths then? Can you characterise what it is that is going on in what we call mathematical thinking

Keith Devlin :  Mathematics I sometimes like to describe as the science of patterns,because what a mathematician does is look at the world around himself or herself,and abstract from that world the sort of basic underlying skeletal pattern that lies behind it [And if that pattern is really there - then it isn't a fiction or an idealisation -LB]. Some of the other basic capacities that we use in doing mathematics - in fact perhaps the most - the biggest of all if you like - is spatial reasoning. We use spatial reasoning in our everyday life simply to get around and avoid bumping into walls and bumping into each other,and falling off cliffs and so forth. Spatial reasoning when you take that ability and you apply it not in the real world,but in the abstract realms of mathematics is the basis for an awful lot of mathematical thinking.

Geoff Watts :  D'you also claim that these kind of reasoning processes,these capabilities if you like,evolved for purposes that are nothing to do with maths,and long long before maths was ever invented.

[There is a dispute over whether maths is a discovery or an invention (see thinkmat.htm) -in some ways it's inevitable - which is why scientists think it can be used as a language to communicate with aliens,though Steven Spielberg opted for music (which is a kind of maths) in Close Encounters,in Contact - Prime Numbers were used,and this would not be the case if there wasn't something inevitable about creating a number system -LB]

Keith Devlin :   Oh it had to...oh indeed,mathematics is at most 2-3000 years old. Numbers these things that are at the bedrock of parts of mathematics,are at most 10,000 years old,and this is why I think it has to be the case that we all  have the capacity for doing mathematics, because he basic mental capacities that we use when we do mathematics have to predate mathematics by hundreds of thousands if not millions of years. Many of those capacities incidentally are shared by other species of creatures,not just the higher primates,but pigeons (see pigeon.html and sealion.html and cboy.html),and dogs and cats and so forth. These capacities evolved into our gene pool in many cases over millions of years,long before mathematics came along and then when we do mathematics,what we're doing is taking a bunch of old tricks and putting them together to form one new big trick.

Geoff Watts :  Okay so let's see some of those tricks that are used as maths,see what survival value they actually had. Let's take first of all number sense,why would that have had a practical survival value?

Keith Devlin :   Okay and by number sense,we mean not necessarily the ability to do arithmetic,but just knowing that there is something called number,and that some collections of objects have more elements than the other ones.

[This is the same as what I said about the basic recognition of an object as being not it's surroundings being represented by "1" and subsequent versions of that object being tagged as "2" and so forth. The basic ability to recognise objects presumes some sort of number sense -LB]

If we're living in a group,it's of great survival value if a potential threat comes along - "Are there more of us,or more of them?" -if there's more of us we can stay and look after - we can guard our food supply - if there's more of them the survival tactic is you get up and you leave. Basic survival factor.

Geoff Watts :  Okay you persuaded me of that one,what about then another of your basic ingredients,numerical ability,but that you mean not just a sense of numbers,but ability to manipulate numbers.

Keith Devlin : Oh right this very much depends on taking the basic number sense we've just alluded to and combining that with language,because numbers arise when you actually have linguistic terms to describe them. In a sense we only have the number three because we have word or a symbol for the number three [ One is reminded of the Hume/Kant argument of whether someone with all senses cut off would still have ideas (see Zen and the art... ch11) - and whether a priori concepts can exist - and perhaps numerical ideas might not need a language description in order to facilitate number - but perhaps manipulation does - LB].
They only really became necessary when society got moderately precise. Numbers were invented in Sumeria about 8000BC and the reason they evolved was because their society developed to a stage where barter - selling and buying things -trading with each other reached a sufficient stage of sophistication,that they needed some way of keeping track of that and to keep track of precise exchanges between humans, number sense isn't enough,you need numbers to keep track of everything.

Geoff Watts :  Okay let's try another one.Spatial reasoning ability which you say is actually a part of the mathematical mind,the survival value of that?

Keith Devlin : Oh just not bumping into walls would be an obvious one,or a little bit more sophisticated,judging how far something is away. A sabre toothed tiger that's 200 yards [YARDS? -LB] is not that big a danger. A sabre toothed tiger that's 10 feet [Imperial measure?!!! Well we are talking about10,000+ years ago. -LB] away that's a danger. If you can't judge the difference between 10 feet and 200 yards you're not going to survive to pass on your genes to the next generation.

[I would think it a virtue not to be able to distinguish 10 ft from 200yds.And I have no chance of passing on genes - so any disability in imperial mensuration kind of flies out the window as a means to survival of the fittest as far as I personally am concerned. But in terms of metres and kilometres what makes a big difference is how close personally you are to the potential receiver of your chromosomic package,and in that sense being able to tell the difference between metres and kilometres is a big advantage,unless of course one is superbly well endowed -LB]

Geoff Watts :  So we get to the point where we've developed each of these cognitive processes,which may underlie maths,but are nothing to do with maths.

Keith Devlin :  Right.

Geoff Watts :  How and why do they come together to give us maths?

Keith Devlin :  Okay,how they cam together was when our ancestors acquired language,which was something between 75,000 and 200,000 years ago ,at that point they all in principle came together to give us mathematics.All of the ingredients were then ready to come together. What was missing was a need to do it.

[I'm all for getting ingredients ready, to come together - and needing to do it. I'm sure such things are evolutionarily productive -LB]

Until society reached a sufficient level of complexity,and it was the Sumerians I've just alluded to  - until that point,no one had any need for mathematics. Once society reached that level of complexity,then first of all mathematics came along in order to just keep track of trading between individual people,then there were architectural uses when people - sort of when the Egyptians built the pyramids - and so forth - when the Mayan temples were built - architecture was a big driving force for early work in geometry and trigonometry,figuring out the lay of the land -  I mean the Nile would flood every year and so the farmers who were on the Nile had to replot where the land was - all those kind of activities drove the early development of mathematics.

Geoff Watts :   But there's nothing unique about the brain of mathematicians,they're just using the same brain as all the rest of us have got,but using it in a slightly different way - in this more abstract way?

Keith Devlin :   Yeah,the way I often like to put this is compare mathematics with running - most of us if we put our mind to it,can run a few yards and maybe if we put some training in we can run a marathon.

[I'm already in training -LB]

Very few of us will run a marathon in 2 hours ten minutes and win an Olympic gold medal.

[It will take me a hell of lot longer than that -LB]

But it's the same process- the only difference between me when I jog a few miles and the Olympic marathon gold medal winner,is that person can do it much better,much faster than me and has trained much harder than me,but it's the same activity,and it's the same in mathematics,most people - because I've got a Phd in mathematics - assume I'm some sort of God-like creature.

[I'm fairly certain that any mathematician outwits God(s) at regular intervals -LB]

It's not that,I've just got better at using my brain mathematically than they have,just as the Olympic athlete as got better at using his or her body than I have.

[If they get better at using their body - I am glad I'm in training then -LB]

Geoff Watts :   One final point which I have to say that I think a lot of people would find takes a great deal of swallowing

[There's nothing wrong with a great deal of swallowing -LB]

is that maths is no more complicated than a soap opera. Now can you justify that? [See soap.html]

Keith Devlin :   Oh absolutely,and here's the way I do - I say go into your local bookstore,and take a book off the shelf at random that's aimed at high school mathematics students or even 1st year university students in mathematics,open the book at a page at random,and ask yourself the following questions about the things you see on that page.
How many distinct objects are being discussed?
How many relationships are there between them that are relevant to what is being discussed?
And what's the complexity of  the reasoning involved to follow the point that the author's trying to make?

[I think what makes maths hard is that the non student of maths would be unable to discern the answers to those questions by looking - and if they watch Eastenders - they have no chance whatsoever - I doubt most people would be able to discern the answers to those questions with respect to a soap opera let alone university maths.
An interesting exercise is the one in "The Mathematical Experience" by Davis and Hersh which has the same process worked two different ways and one is supposed to discern the "more aesthetically rewarding" way of doing it - I can see it - but when I try and communicate it to non mathematicians it is obvious they don't know what it is they are supposed to see - rather like me being unable to see 3D autostereograms - I have no idea how the repeating patterns of colour are supposed to make a 3D image,and so I don't see it - I'm told that once one does see it - it becomes obvious in all such pictures - and so I think it is with maths - once you grasp what you're supposed to do and why - it becomes like falling off a log - or as it were - avoiding bumping into something -LB]

You will find that there are far fewer characters mentioned than there are characters in an episode of a soap opera. The web of relationships between them is much smaller and much simpler than in a soap opera,and the logic of the mathematics is infinitely more simple,than the logic of a typical soap opera.


[That's quite a statement coming from a mathematician.So what we should conclude is that the system is so simple that even a Eastender's officionado can get to grips with it - let's ask this - why don't they? Again Davis and Hersh are enlightening maths is seen as "dry as dust" and there is no sense of the aesthetic alluded to above. Confrontation in relationship is seen as normal and social and to do with life - maths is seen - because of its "abstract and ideal" nature has having no pertinence to real life - when in fact it is very relevant - not least through the Godel/Turing arguments for consciousness and the Fibonacci sequences and "golden" numbers found in natural forms - I don't think there's any point in trying to say that maths is simple - if it were it would be ineffective - it's it's sheer complexity and size of the web of relationships which makes it have the power that it does.Moreover the idea that the writers of Eastenders are somehow more complex and dextrous than the subtle ideas in maths is so obviously farcical that it beggars belief that a Phd maths professor seriously suggests the comparison-LB]

(Eastenders theme plays)

Geoff Watts : Keith Devlin,mathematician and author of a book called "The Maths Gene", trying to help us overcome our fear and loathing. Gabriel,jolly seductive argument that the idea that maths is somehow less complicated than Eastenders. Are you persuaded by his argument or do you have doubts?

Gabriel Walker : Well I think I sort of am actually,because it's interesting that we all ..we're much better at understanding the complexity of relationships because we deal with them more often,but he's right,if you look at the relationships between numbers or between concepts in maths,very often they're much simpler than they are in soap operas.

Geoff Watts : I'm not sure that a lot of people - he's going to get very far with that argument [Neither am I -LB] even though it is a rather attractive one. I'd love to believe that maths is less simple...is more simple than Eastenders,however, it does often seem when you think about maths or talk to mathematicians that while the whole subject is obviously internally consistent,they have their proofs and everything works out very neatly at the end [See Godel's Incompleteness Theorem ;omegaman.rtf],it does sometimes seem to exist almost in isolation from the rest of...

[Unfortunately I taped over the rest of this! -LB]

